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The June 1988 G-7 Economic Summit of Industrial Nations in Toronto rings 
to mind a parable recently quoted by Richard D. Lamm, former governor of 
Colorado. (1) “A Navy ship ws on the high seas and all of a sudden a little 
blip showed up on the radar screen. The admiral told the ensign: ‘Tell that 
ship to change its course fifteen degrees.’ The word came back on the radio,
‘ You change your course fifteen degrees.’ The admiral said, ‘Tell that ship 
that we’re the U.S. Navy and to change its course fifteen degrees.’ The word
came back on the radio, ‘You change your course fifteen degrees.’ The 
admiral himself got on the radio and said, ‘I am an admiral in the U.S. Navy 
– change your course fifteen degrees.’ The word came back, ‘You change 
your course fifteen degrees – I am a lighthouse.’”

That the seven ships of state represented in Toronto – Wet Germany, 
France, Britain, Canada, Italy, Japan, and the United States – appeared to 
be relentless in their indifferent to the many “blips” around them will come 
as no surprise to readers of the Human Economy Newsletter. As in all 
previous economic summit since 1975, the Toronto meetings were an 
extravagant  non-event – much expensive fanfare (Canada alone spent $17 
million on arrangements),  but very little substance. For three days, 
participant met in closed high-level session, after which they issued a 
predictable communiqué congratulating themselves for the rosy state of the 
world economy and spelling out in very general terms what they feel is 
needed to keep it that way. (2) What may distinguish this year’s summit 
from earlier ones is its overtly political character: in the wake of Black 
Monday, no one wished to swell on the enormous distortions created by 
America’s budget and trade deficits. At a post-summit news conference, 
leaders lavished praise on President Reagan, who (in the words of Margaret 
Thatcher) played such an important part” in the economic successes of the 
world economy in the 1980’s. In an important sense this was the outgoing 
president’s valedictory. Reagan was given a sunny salute for the “supply-
side” policies he tried to sell to the highly skeptical leaders of the Other Six 
nations eight years ago – tax cuts, free markets, and deregulations. One 
difference between the 1981 and 1988 summits is that now in the interest of
harmony, the other leaders seem t have made these police their own. (3) 
One left the summit with the uneasy feeling that a comment made by John 
Maynard Keynes is as relevant today as it was when Keynes offered it in 
1936:



The ideas of economists, both when they are right and when 
they are wrong, are more powerful than is commonly 
understood. Indeed, the world is ruled by little else. Practical 
men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any 
intellectual influences, are usually the slaves of some defunct 
economist Madmen in authority, who hear voices in the air are 
distilling their frenzy from some academic scribbler of a few 
years back.  

Which specific academic scribblers from the history of economic 
thought guided the discussions in Toronto is less relevant than the fact
that only mainstream (mostly “Neoclassical”) economic views are 
reflected in the final communiqué. Press reports suggest that what 
happened behind closed doors may have been somewhat more 
controversial – though each of the seven participants came to Toronto 
wearing his or her own hat, once private discussion began, debates 
developed (beneath seven hats there were at least two minds now and
then). (4) Still, in the end it is the final communiqué which matters, 
and the communiqué is based on a single economic idea: that any 
problems confronting the world economy an be resolved through the 
engine of economic growth. Growth, the communiqué concludes, 
should be promoted through standard neoclassical remedies – 
“improving efficiency,” “resisting protectionism,” “increasing 
competition,” among them. (5) In the end, after all the hoopla and 
expense, the Toronto Summit is only as good as the argument that 
economic growth is a panacea for curing any ills the world economy 
may fall prey to.

Today, with the experience of 14 years behind us, it is apparent that 
very few people take these summits very seriously (possibly even 
including the participants themselves in their own private moments). 
Important exceptions, of course, are members of T.O.E.S. (“The Other
Economic Summit”). As reported elsewhere in The Human Economy 
Newsletter, T.O.E.S. is aware that economic summits raise serious 
questions about the ability of governments to affect major changes in 
the wellbeing of the earth’s five million inhabitants. At issue is what 
Fritz Schumacher called a “meta economic” problem, which calls for 
explicit recognition of the qualitative dimensions of all economic 
activities. While the G-7 leaders tiptoed around their very predictable 
agendas in Toronto, T.O.E.S. offered workshops on ways in which a 
“new economics” might be designed to handle problems of the 
environment, resource waste, the recent arms buildup, Third World 
indebtedness, and the global food system. As a relatively new 



institution (about half as young as the Economic Summits 
themselves), T.O.E.S. is eager to build a different economic agenda, 
which places human concerns at the heart of economics. Building this 
agenda each year at the site of the official summits may someday 
mean that even admirals will realize how much lighthouses matter.
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(1)
Richard D. Lamm, “Crisis: The Uncompetitive Society,” quoted in
Martin K. Starr, ed., Global Competitiveness: Getting the U.S. 
Back on Track, Norton, 1988.
(2)
The 1988 communiqué states: “Since we last met (in 1987) our 
economies have kept up the momentum of growth. Employment
has continued to expand generally, inflation has been restrained 
and progress has been made toward the correction of major 
external imbalances. These encouraging developments are cause
for optimism, but not for complacency. To sustain non-
inflationary growth will require a commitment to enhanced 
cooperation. This is the key to credibility and confidence.” 
(Economic Summit of Industrial Nations, Economic Declaration, 
Toronto, June 1988)(italics added).
(3)
“Summit cooperation” had come to mean not only that what is 
said in the final communiqué reflects general agreement among 
the participants. It also implies a readiness on the part of these 
participants to reaffirm each other’s roles in their respective 
national economies. This year, for example, a tacit 
understanding developed that U.S. budget and trade deficits 
would not be raised as issues by the “Other Six” and that the 
U.S. would not discuss high European unemployment levels or 
Japanese surpluses. (See Peter T. Kilborn, “At Economic 
Summit, A resolve Not to Let the Issues Interfere,” New York 
Times, June 19, 1988.) 
(4)
For example, several nations “wanted the United States to 
simply forgive portions of (Third World) loans, as they have 
done, but the Administration argued that it was restrained by 
the Federal budget deficit…” Peter T. Kilborn, “Seven Summit 
Leaders Agree on Policies to Foster Growth,” New York Times, 
June 19, 1988.



(5)
The final communiqué includes the following goals: “to improve 
efficiency and adaptability through greater reliance on 
competitive forces”; “to resist protectionism and strengthen the 
open, multilateral trading system”; “to coordinate 
macroeconomic policies”; “to pursue structural reforms by 
removing barriers, unnecessary controls and regulations; 
increasing competition, while mitigating adverse effects on social
groups or regions; removing disincentives to work, save and 
invest, such as through tax reform; and by improving education 
and training.” (Economic Declaration, op. cit.)


